Abstract. In this study, we formulate a systematic way of deriving an effective equation of motion(EoM) for long wavelength modes of a massless scalar field with a general potential V(φ) on de Sitter background, and investigate whether or not the effective EoM can be described as a classical stochastic process. Our formulation gives an extension of the usual stochastic formalism to including sub-leading secular growth coming from the nonlinearity of short wavelength modes. Applying our formalism to λφ 4 theory, we explicitly derive an effective EoM which correctly recovers the nextto-leading secularly growing part at a late time, and show that this effective EoM can be seen as a classical stochastic process. Our extended stochastic formalism can describe all secularly growing terms which appear in all correlation functions with a specific operator ordering. The restriction of the operator ordering will not be a big drawback because the commutator of a light scalar field becomes negligible at large scales owing to the squeezing.
Introduction
Inflationary universe scenario is one of the leading paradigm in modern cosmology [1] [2] [3] [4] , and has been studied by many researchers from various aspects. One of the most important outcome of the inflationary paradigm is the generation of primordial cosmological perturbations, originating from quantum fluctuations of fields. Our main interest is in long-wavelength modes of quantum fields well outside the horizon scale, which we simply call IR modes here, at the end of inflation, as they generate the observed perturbations, e.g., in cosmic microwave background (CMB). The theoretical framework of the calculation of correlation functions of primordial perturbations during inflation is not fully justified yet because of the issues about "IR divergences" [5] [6] [7] [8] . It is known that correlation functions are IR divergent in the theory of a minimally coupled massless scalar field on de Sitter background, which mimics isocurvature perturbations during inflation. The existence of such light degrees of freedom other than inflaton seems to be required by the fundamental physics, such as the string theory [9] . Even if we introduce an IR cutoff in comoving momentum space, loop corrections generate IR secular growth which invalidates the perturbative QFT computations at a late time, and these loop corrections depend on the artificial IR cutoff. Therefore, simple QFT expectation values cannot be considered as observables. Thus, we need a consistent prescription of calculating observables, which is free from IR divergences.
It is known that leading-order(LO) IR secular growth terms, which mean the most rapidly secularly growing pieces at each order of the expansion with respect to the coupling constant, are described as Brownian motion [10] [11] [12] [13] . At this level of approximation, one can describe the inflationary dynamics as if it were a classical stochastic process [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , which is called the stochastic approach. If we interpret that the stochastic approach allows us to assign the probabilities to various classical realizations of fields, there arises the picture of the eternal inflation to describe the very early universe [19] . This interpretation also applies to calculate correlation functions of adiabatic perturbations [20] [21] [22] [23] and gives us a prescription of calculating observables, which are free from LO IR secular growth. 1 Once we accept this interpretation, the next question is whether or not one can compute all IR correlation functions in a good approximation by extending this stochastic approach. 2 If this extension fails seriously, the current picture of inflationary universe might be drastically modified.
Motivated by the above observations, we investigate how to derive an effective EoM for IR modes which correctly describes all IR correlation functions. As a first step, we focus on the case of a minimally coupled massless scalar field with a general potential V(φ) on de Sitter background in this study. This paper is organized as follows. In sec. 2, we show the IR secular growth explicitly in λφ 4 theory on de Sitter background as an example. In sec. 3, we establish how to derive an effective EoM for IR modes which includes all IR secular growth in the theory of a minimally coupled massless scalar field with a general potential V(φ). In sec. 4, we propose a systematic way of estimating the order of the IR secular growth for each diagram which constitutes the effective action for IR modes, and derive an effective EoM which is valid up to next-to-leading order (NLO) IR secular growth by applying the proposed method to λφ 4 theory. We show that this NLO stochastic EoM can be interpreted as a classical stochastic process. Finally in sec. 5, we summarize our results. Several details of calculations are presented in Appendices. We adopt natural units,
IR secular growth and stochastic formalism
In this section, we briefly recapitulate the so-called "stochastic formalism" that describes LO IR secular growth correctly [10, 15, 18] 3 . 1 In evaluating the correlation functions of the fluctuations of our observable universe based on this picture, one starts the stochastic dynamics from one Hubble patch at the time when the mode corresponding to the largest observable scale exceeds the Hubble scale. This allows us to neglect deep-IR modes beyond the observable scales in calculating observable correlation functions. 2 Recently several papers appeared which try to extend Stochastic Formalism, in Schrödinger picture [24] , or by using path integral method [25] . 3 This stochastic formalism is also called Starobinsky's stochastic formalism.
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IR secular growth
As a concrete model, we consider a weakly self-interacting scalar field on de Sitter background in flat chart (t, x) (or (η, x) ). More precisely, the action and the background spacetime are given by Here, dot denotes the derivative with respect to t. For brevity, we abbreviate the argument t, if it does not cause any confusion. We introduce IR modes φ < defined by
where Θ(z) is the Heaviside function and is a non-dimensional small parameter. Roughly speaking, φ < ( x, t) is a coarse-grained field averaged over the comoving length scale 1/ aH on a constant time slice. We introduce an IR comoving momentum cutoff
where a 0 is the value of a at the initial time t 0 and neglect all modes with a momentum below this cutoff, to avoid the IR divergences due to the momentum integral. Our expectation is that the initial time can be smoothly sent to the past infinity, once an appropriate effective EoM for IR modes is derived. Under this setup correlation functions of φ < ( x, t) have secularly growing terms, e.g.
where |0 is the state vector corresponding to the non-interacting Bunch-Davies vacuum at the initial time. We refer to m = 0 terms in eq. (2.4), which represent the LO IR secular growth, as LO IR terms. Similarly, we refer to m = 1 terms as NLO IR terms. In general, m = m 1 terms are denoted by N m 1 LO IR terms. Since the terms higher order in λ get larger after passing the critical time t np determined by the condition λ(ln a(t np )/a 0 ) 2 ≈ 1 , which implies
perturbative expansion with respect to λ breaks down after t np .
Stochastic formalism
The stochastic EoM for a canonical scalar field with a general potential V(φ) is given as [10, 15, 18] [10]). Since eq. (2.5) is identical to an equation that describes a stochastic process in classical mechanics, it might be allowed to interpret that the stochastic EoM is the one that attributes probabilities to various possible realizations of the classical time evolution. In this stochastic interpretation, the LO IR secular growth is simply interpreted as an increase of the statistical variance. However, one should recall that the stochastic EoM (2.5) neglects sub-LO IR terms, which also increase indefinitely in time. Furthermore, what we are interested in would be the finite part of the correlation functions that after the secular growth effects are removed. Therefore, there seems to be no reason why one can be satisfied with the treatment neglecting the sub-LO IR terms. It seems nontrivial whether or not an effective EoM which can describe all IR correlation functions with sufficient precision can be obtained in the form similar to eq. (2.5).
Extended stochastic formalism
In this section, we give a prescription to derive an effective EoM for IR modes which correctly recovers all IR correlation functions.
Assumptions
We consider the system defined by the following Hamiltonian density
where we introduced v as v 1 a 3 Π φ =φ , and Π φ is the ordinary conjugate momentum of φ. The interaction potential V(φ) includes the mass term m 2 φ 2 , and hence the non-interacting Hamiltonian H 0 is the one for an exactly massless scalar field.
We make two assumptions on the initial state.
1. Assuming that the potential V(φ) is turned on at t = t 0 , we take the Bunch-Davies vacuum state for a free field at t = t 0 . The Bunch-Davies vacuum state |0 is specified by the conditionŝ
when the interaction picture fields φ I , v I are expanded aŝ
where (h.c.) stands for hermitian conjugate and
-4 -These mode functions are properly normalized to satisfẏ 5) and the creation and annihilation operatorsâ k andâ † k satisfy the commutation relations
2. We neglect modes that are already belonging to IR modes φ < (x) and v < (x) at the initial time t = t 0 , where v < (x) is defined in the same manner as φ < (x) in eq. (2.2). This is equivalent to introducing an IR cutoff k 0 a 0 H to the comoving momentum k. Namely, the range of integration in eq. (3.3) is restricted to k > k 0 . Since the IR divergences associated with the momentum integral are removed by this prescription, one can discuss correlation functions within the standard framework of QFT.
Since all modes are belonging to UV modes at the initial time, each IR mode has the crossing time transferred from a UV mode. This crossing time is given by
As usual, the interaction picture fields are introduced as
with U(t, t 0 ) e
We decompose the Heisenberg picture fields into two parts, i.e. UV modes and IR modes as
where
Similarly, v H is also decomposed. This decomposition is based only on the comoving momentum. Therefore, if we decompose the interaction picture fields as φ I = φ > I + φ < I and v I = v > I + v < I in the same manner, the relations (3.7) hold for UV and IR modes, respectively.
Schwinger-Keldysh formalism and splitting between IR and UV modes
In order to derive an effective EoM for IR modes, we integrate out UV modes. 4 We start with the path integral expression in the Schwinger-Keldysh formalism (for a review, see [27] ). The generating functional is written as
11) 4 The idea itself that deriving an effective EoM for IR modes by integrating out UV modes is already proposed in [26] .
-5 -with boundary conditions
where t max is an appropriately chosen maximum time. In the Keldysh basis (v c , φ c , v ∆ , φ ∆ ), which is defined by
the generating functional is rewritten as
with boundary conditions
Next, we split the path integral into two parts corresponding to UV modes and IR modes. Focusing on the non-interacting part, we neglect the interaction term V(φ) for a while. Then, the above path integral is decomposed as
The term e iS bilinear represents the transition from UV modes to IR modes due to the cosmic expansion. To understand the necessity of this bilinear interaction term, let us consider a propagator with a given comoving momentum k with endpoints at t 1 and t 2 , and suppose k satisfies a(t 1 )H < k < a(t 2 )H, which means that this propagator is in the UV modes at t = t 1 while in the IR modes at t = t 2 . Such propagators exist on the left-hand side of eq. (3.17), while they are absent on the right-hand side if we do not have the bilinear interaction. Furthermore, without the bilinear interaction, symmetric propagators of IR modes also vanish on the right-hand side because IR operators φ < and v < are set to zero at the initial time t = t 0 and remain so. We show the explicit form of the bilinear interaction in sec. 3.3 and prove eq. (3.17) in sec. 3.4.
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Free propagators and interaction vertexes
We define the free part of the path integral in our formalism excluding the bilinear interaction by
In this expression, without interaction terms, it is obvious that UV modes and IR modes are treated independently. The UV free propagators are given by a completely standard form as
where φ 1 φ, φ 2 v. From eq. (3.19), one can see that the cc propagator is the symmetric propagator, the c∆ propagator is the retarded Green's function, and the ∆c propagator is the advanced Green's function. These propagators can be written more explicitly in terms of the mode functions as
Next, we consider IR free propagators. Since the propagators including v < can be obtained by taking the derivative of G <11 with respect to time, we concentrate on G <11 . 5 As in the ordinary case, the retarded propagator obeys the equation
and the boundary conditions are specified by G <11 c∆ (x, x ) = 0 for t < t . Therefore, G <i j c∆ (x, x ) can be written by means of the mode functions as
On the other hand, the cc propagator obeys
We should not take the time derivative of a step function Θ ( a(t )H − k) in a momentum integral: see eqs. (3.22).
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with the boundary conditions that G <11 cc (x, x ) = 0 at t = t 0 , as we have assumed that there is no IR mode at t = t 0 . Therefore,
is identically zero for the same reason. To summarize, the free propagators of IR modes are
The IR parts of G i j cc (x, x ), which exist in the ordinary QFT, are recovered by taking into account the bilinear interaction, as we shall prove in the next section.
Next we discuss the vertexes. In our formalism, there are two types of interaction terms. One is the usual self-interaction, and the other is the bilinear interaction, which is peculiar to the present formulation.
An appropriate choice of the bilinear interactionS bilinear is
It should be notes that we cannot obtain the appropriate bilinear interaction (3.23) by simply dividing the non-interacting part of Hamiltonian action S H,0 into UV parts and IR parts. By dividing S H,0 , we also obtain the bilinear interaction terms consisting of c-fields of IR modes and ∆-fields of UV modes. These vertexes denote the contribution coming from the flow from IR modes to UV mode. However, there is no such flow in de Sitter space, and hence we need to eliminate them by hand. In sec. 3.4, we show that indeed (3.23) is an appropriate choice of bilinear interaction. We describe the bilinear interaction as a two-point vertex, which we call bilinear vertex, in the Feynman diagrams, as shown in fig. 2 . Owing to the factor δ(t − t c (k)) in (3.23), the integrand is non-vanishing only for k with k = aH. As a Feynman rule, we assign −iδ(t − t c (k)) to the vertex v < ∆ k, t φ > c − k, t , and iδ(t − t c (k)) to the vertex φ < ∆ k, t v > c − k, t , and the vertex integral is taken over dt a 3 . Self-interaction is described by S H,int , which is defined in eq. (3.15). This vertex is treated just in the same way as in the usual perturbation theory. Solid and dotted lines denote IR and UV propagators, respectively. Lines associated with an arrow correspond to c∆ propagators, while lines without an arrow correspond to cc propagators, as shown in fig. 1 . The arrow indicates the time direction. We explicitly associate φ or v to the end of propagators when the distinction is necessary.
The role of bilinear interaction and its justification
Now, we prove that both sides of eq. (3.17) are equivalent to each other. For this purpose, it is sufficient to show that the ordinary two point functions for a free field, G I J (x, x ), with I, J being c or ∆, can be reproduced by taking into account the bilinear interaction. It is more convenient to focus on the Fourier component , G I J k, t, k , t . We show the equivalence between G I J k, t, k , t and
Here, we stress that the bilinear interaction that we have introduced connects φ <i ∆ and φ > j c . As the IR propagator vanishes for G <i j ∆∆ , the insertion of bilinear vertexes is relevant only when we consider the two-point functions that include φ i c k, t with t > t c (k). In fact, the free propagators that we derived in the preceding subsection agree with the ordinary ones, except for
and
with t > t c (k) and t < t c (k ), and
with t > t c (k) and sponding to φ i c k,
, excluding the trivial factor
where Φ 1 = Φ , Φ 2 =Φ as defined in eq. (3.21). The subscripts 1, 2 associated with Φ i label the time coordinate in its argument, and the subscript on the mode function Φ to specify the momentum k is abbreviated, for notational simplicity. In the last equality, we used the normalization condition of mode functions (3.5). The above result reproduces the ordinary expression for IR-UV cc two-point function.
IR-UV c∆ two-point function
In a completely analogous manner, the contribution of the diagram (2) in fig. 3 correponding
with t 1 > t c (k) and 27) which reproduces the ordinary expression for IR-UV c∆ two-point function.
IR-IR cc two-point function
We evaluate the contribution of the diagram (3) in fig. 4 corresponding to φ i c k,
with t 1 > t c (k) and t 2 > t c (k ). We first perform the integration over t , using the result of eq. (3.26). Then, the remaining integration over t is evaluated as 28) which reproduces the ordinary expression for IR-IR cc two-point function.
The above discussions show that all 0-th order two point functions are properly recovered by introducing the bilinear interactionS bilinear , and hence eq. (3.25) is proved.
Effective EoM for IR modes
We have shown how to decompose the Schwinger-Keldysh path integral into the ones over IR modes and UV modes. Combining eqs. (3.15) and (3.17), the generating functional for IR modes is written as
with
is the part of the action purely composed of the IR modes, while
is the interaction part that depends on both IR and UV modes. The functional Γ[φ < c,∆ , v < ∆ ] is obtained by integrating out UV modes and is called the influence functional, which contains all information of UV modes necessary to compute the generating functional for IR modes. Γ can be calculated by evaluating all the connected diagrams, as usual. Γ does not have the term which consists only of φ < c fields, since Γ must be odd under the overall exchange between (+) fields and (-) fields. Also, Γ does not have v < c as it is not contained in the bare interaction vertexes. Now, we derive the effective EoM for IR fields for a given influence functional Γ. We decompose S < H and Γ as
where the first terms on the right hand side of the respective equations are the terms linear in v < ∆ or φ < ∆ , while the second terms express the other remaining pieces. Then, exp[iS < H(s) + iΓ (s) ] can be expressed by using the functional Fourier transformation as
where ξ φ and ξ v are introduced as auxiliary fields. Then, the exponent on the right hand side becomes linear with respect to φ < ∆ or v < ∆ . 6 After this transformation, performing the path integral with respect 6 In sec. 4.1, we show that iS < H(s) term can be neglected in a good approximation since it turns out to be O( ).
-11 -to φ < ∆ and v < ∆ , we obtain the generating functional for IR modes as
(3.34)
Therefore, the correlation functions of c-fields of IR modes can be evaluated by using P[ξ φ , ξ v , φ < c ] as
Here, we use
This equation shows that the weight function P is automatically normalized as the consequence of the cancellation of the vacuum bubble diagrams in the in-in formalism. Equation (3.35) leads to the set of effective EoM for IR modes,
which includes all quantum effects. Here, we neglect ∇ 2 φ < c /a 2 term in eq. (3.37b) because this term vanishes in the limit → 0. Equation (3.35) formally proves that the effective EoM (3.37) can recover all correlation functions of φ < c and v < c fields. The auxiliary fields ξ φ and ξ v behave as random variables, which follow the probability distribution P[ξ φ , ξ v , φ < c ]:
From this definition and eq. (3.32), one can see that noise correlations can be calculated for given Γ as
In order for the weight function P[ξ φ , ξ v , φ < c ] to be interpreted as a probability distribution of ξ φ and ξ v , it should be real and positive. We show that P is real in general below. Here, we leave to examine whether or not P[ξ φ , ξ v , φ < c ] ≥ 0 holds in general, although the positivity of P[ξ φ , ξ v , φ < c ] to NLO in a simple example becomes manifest in sec. 4.3.
Because flipping the sign of φ < ∆ and v < ∆ is equivalent to take the complex conjugate of the path integral Z[0], and the functional measure Dφ < ∆ Dv < ∆ is invariant under these transformations,
On the other hand, from eq. (3.32), P and its complex conjugate P * can be written as
Combining eqs. (3.40) and (3.41), P turns out to be real,
4 Systematic way of estimating the order of IR secular growth for each diagram and NLO stochastic dynamics
In order to derive an effective EoM for IR modes, one needs to calculate the influence functional exp [iΓ] . In sec. 4.1, we propose a systematic way of estimating the order of the IR secular growth for each diagram which constitutes the influence functional and S < H,int . In sec. 4.2, by using this proposed method, we explicitly derive the effective EoM for IR modes accurate enough to recover IR secular growth up to NLO in λφ 4 theory. In sec. 4.3, we discuss the positivity of the weight function P[ξ φ , ξ v , φ < c ]. We show that the weight function is positive definite at least in the truncation maintaining up to NLO IR terms. In sec. 4.4, we comment on the restriction to the operator ordering of the correlation functions that we can calculate using our formalism.
Systematic way of estimating the order of IR secular growth for each diagram
All the diagrams which constitute the influence functional are classified into two: diagrams which contribute to V eff and diagrams which contribute to the noise correlation. We call them V eff diagrams and noise diagrams, respectively.
All the connected diagrams are represented as a whole by the left diagram in fig. 5 . ∆-fields of IR modes are written on the left and c-fields of IR modes on the right. The gray blob consists of diagrams connected only by UV propagators. A concrete example is given by the right diagram in fig. 5 . Since all the vertexes are connected by UV propagators, it is expected that the influence functional iΓ is approximately local. That is, if one consider a certain diagram with n external vertexes x 1 · · · x n , the support of the diagram will be approximately given by x i ∼ x j and t i ∼ t j for arbitrary pairs of (i, j), i, j = 1, · · · , n, and outside this region the value of diagram will decay exponentially. Here, x i ∼ x j and t i ∼ t j mean that | x i − x j | 1/ a(t i )H ∼ 1/ a(t j )H and |t i − t j | ln(1/ )/H, respectively. In this section, we assume this approximate locality is satisfied by all diagrams: see appendix D for the discussion about the validity of this assumption. Under this assumption, we develop a systematic way to estimate the order of IR secular growth for each diagram, or equivalently counting the number of the factor of ln(a/a 0 ).
Since the time evolution of correlation functions is determined by eq. (3.37), one can evaluate them in terms of the time integration of the noise correlations for given initial conditions. Then, the factor of ln(a/a 0 ) ∝ t − t 0 comes from the integration over time dt from t 0 to t. Therefore, in order to estimate the order of IR secular growth for each diagram, we need to count the number of the time integrals included in the diagram whose effective integration range is comparable to the whole range of time that we are concerned with. At first, we express φ < c in terms of noise fields. Both ξ φ and ξ v can be treated simultaneously by the unified noiseξ, which is defined bỹ
By using the unified noiseξ, eq. (3.37) is rewritten as
From this equation, φ < c (T ) can be expressed by usingξ(t) formally as
which allows us to express φ < c (T ) in terms ofξ iteratively expanding with respect to the coupling constant. We will take into account the self-interaction terms later and concentrate on 0-th order with respect to the coupling constant now. Then, the number of time integrals to be assigned to φ < c is counted as 1 − (1/2) = 1/2 because the noise correlation ξξ is given by eq. (2.5) at 0-th order. Next, we establish how to assign the number of time integrals to each diagram with ∆-fields of IR modes. When a ∆-field of IR modes is contracted with φ < c , one gets retarded Greens functions G <1i c∆ . Although the number of time integrals attributed to φ < c is counted as 1/2, retarded Green's functions G <1i c∆ themselves do not grow at a late time, which implies that the number of time integrals attributed to φ < c is canceled by φ < ∆ , and hence the number of time integral to be assigned to a ∆-field of IR modes is counted as −1/2 at 0-th order. Finally, from vertex integrals included in the gray blob in fig. 5 , only Figure 6 . These noise diagrams contribute to the LO noise correlation which is described by eq. (2.5). More precisely, the diagram shown here without φ < ∆ fields contribute to the LO noise correlation, and the remaining diagrams are O( ) suppressed.
one time integral remains unconstrained because of the approximate locality of iΓ. From now on, we refer to this time integral as the time integral of the vertex.
For example, let us consider λφ 4 theory. From the above discussion, the number of time integrals attributed to the diagram with n − m ∆-fields and m c-fields of IR modes, which is shown in fig. 5 , is 1 + (m/2) − ((n − m)/2). Suppose that this diagram is O λ l . Then, this diagram contributes to IR secular growth terms in correlation functions to
because the l-th order vertex in λ which consists only of LO vertex λφ < c 3 φ < ∆ has (3l/2) − (l/2) + l = 2l time integrals, and the difference between 2l and 1 + (m/2) − ((n − m)/2) is (n/2) + 2l − (m + 1). We can gather the diagrams necessary to derive the stochastic formalism described by eq. (2.5), which is valid up to LO, by using eq. (4.5): see appendix B.
We have established the counting rule, but the vertexes with one UV leg suffer from further suppression. We assign momenta as shown in fig. 7 . Although three IR propagators are attached to this vertex, the range of the time integral is suppressed unless two of the momenta of IR propagators are around aH due to the momentum conservation. If we assume that an inequality k 1 ∼ k 2 δ aH k 3 ∼ aH with δ 1 and ln(1/δ) ln(a/a 0 ) holds, the integration range of the integral over k 3 is restricted to very narrow region:
where higher order terms with respect to k 1 + k 2 /k 3 are neglected. When one evaluates the contribution from this vertex to correlation functions, this restriction of the integration range implies that the remaining integrand after performing the integration over k 3 is suppressed by factor k 1 + k 2 / aH, compared to the case without this restriction. Therefore, contribution from this vertex is suppressed by factor O(δ) when two of three momenta are deep IR modes, which means that one has to put two momenta around aH in evaluating the contribution from this vertex to correlation functions. For this reason, one needs to change the counting rule mentioned above in evaluating the diagram containing the vertexes with one UV leg. From now on, we refer to a field whose assigned momentum is restricted to δ aH k < aH as a restricted field. In estimating the order of IR secular growth, IR propagators including restricted fields can be replaced by UV propagators with mode k satisfying k ∼ aH. This is because the contribution from IR propagators including restricted φ < c are simply obtained by changing the lower bound of momentum integration of UV propagators from aH to δ aH with δ 1 and ln(1/δ) ln(a/a 0 ), and this replacement does not change the order of magnitude. Therefore, in evaluating the order of IR secular growth, one can replace vertexes λφ < ∆ φ < There are also vertexes which can only contribute to O( ) terms in correlation functions and hence are irrelevant in our analysis. The Fourier components of IR propagatorsG <i j cc (t, t ; k) and 
Therefore, in evaluating correlation functions which consist of φ < c and v < c , we can neglect diagrams which include vertexes with more than one φ < ∆ . For example, we can neglect S < H(s) and the vertexes shown in fig. 8 .
NLO stochastic dynamics
Now, let's move on to derive an effective EoM which can describe IR secular growth up to NLO. From now on, we refer to this effective EoM as NLO stochastic EoM. In order to derive NLO stochastic EoM, let us consider the number of time integrals to be assigned to the vertexes with UV legs which constitutes the diagrams shown in fig. 5 . From the discussion in sec. 4.1, the number of time integrals attributed to a vertex with p UV legs and q φ < ∆ fields is counted as −(p/2) − q for p ≥ 2 compared to the leading order vertex λφ < ∆ φ < c 3 . We need to take care when p = 1, as we discussed at the end of sec. 4.1: p = 1 vertex is equivalent to p = 3 vertex regarding this counting because of the presence of restricted fields. Therefore, maximum value attributed to a vertex with UV legs is −1, which is realized for (p, q) = (2, 0), and hence the order of IR secular growth decreases as the number of these vertexes increases. Then, one may think that the most dominant l-th order diagram at a late time would be given by the diagram which only consists of λφ < c 2 φ > c φ > ∆ vertex, which would contribute to N l−1 LO IR secular growth where −1 coming from the time integral of the vertex. However, all the diagrams must have at least one ∆-field of IR modes from the requirement of causality, and this cancel the time integral of the vertex. Thus, l-th order diagrams can contribute to N l LO at most, and we need to consider only first order diagrams with respect to λ to derive NLO stochastic EoM. These diagrams are listed up in fig. 9 . Note that only in fig. 9 , dotted lines denote either UV cc propagators or UV c∆ propagators simultaneously because it is irrelevant to distinguish between UV cc propagators and UV c∆ propagators in estimating the order of IR secular growth by using eq. (4.5). Then, one can easily see that diagrams (2)-(a) and (2)-(c) contribute to NLO IR secular growth. However, since the value of UV loop integral in diagram (2)-(c) is time independent, the contribution from diagram (2)-(c) can be exactly canceled by an appropriate choice of the finite term in the mass renormalization δm 2 , and we choose so in our study. Thus, what we need to calculate is only diagram (2) The contribution from diagram (a) to iΓ, which we denote as iΓ (a) , is evaluated as
Here, t m min(t 1 , t 2 ) and we omit a proportionality coefficient in the 2nd line. Up to NLO, we only need to extract the most dominant IR secular growth from φ < c ( x, t) in the integrand because these noise diagrams contribute to NLO at most. In this case, when the range of the vertex integral d 4 x is restricted to the coarse-graining scale around a certain space-time point X = ( X, T ), we can replace φ < c ( x, t) by φ < c ( X, T ). This is because the most dominant part of φ < c ( x, t) at a late time is identical to that of φ < c ( X, T ) if x ∼ X and t ∼ T . 7 Now, we prove that the range of vertex integral d 4 x in eq. (4.6) is restricted to the coarse-graining scale around a space-time point x 1 ∼ x 2 ∼ X. First, we consider the spatial integral. From the angular integrals of k 1 and k 2 in eq. (4.6), j 0 (k 1 | x 1 − x|) and j 0 (k 2 | x 2 − x|) appear in the integrand, which lead to exponential decay for | x 1 − x|, | x 2 − x| 1/( aH) after time coarse-graining. Next, we show that the integrand in eq. (4.6) is exponentially suppressed for t m − t 1/H. For t m − t 1/H, the momenta k 3 and k 4 which are assigned to φ < c 2 ( x, t) are much less than k 1 and k 2 because the upper bound for k 3 and k 4 is given by aH. In this case, we can set k 1 + k 2 = 0, which results in
where f R and f I are defined in eq. (A.7), ∆t 1 t 1 − t, and j 0 (z) sin z/z. From the above equation and eq. (A.7), one can see that the integrand in eq. (4.6) decays exponentially for t m − t 1/H. It is straightforward to apply the above discussion to other diagrams in fig. 10 . Now it is justified to replace φ < c ( x, t) by φ < c ( x 1 , t 1 ) in eq. (4.6), and we get
Note that the approximation adopted in the first line holds up to NLO. Similarly, diagram (b) is calculated as follows:
Similarly we can evaluate diagrams (c) and (d), and it turns out that they are O( ) suppressed. 
If T − t T − t 0 is satisfied, it is obvious that only φ < c ( x, T ) is the most dominant term on the right-hand side. Next, let us consider the spatial dependence of φ < c ( x, t). The most dominant part of φ < c ( x, t) at a late time appears only when the momentum k which is assigned to φ < c is much less than aH. And if both k aH and | x 1 − x|, | x 2 − x| 1/( aH) are satisfied, we can replace e i k· x by e i k· x 1 or e i k· x 2 in a good approximation. Therefore if | x 1 − x|, | x 2 − x| 1/( aH) are satisfied, we can use the equality φ t) regarding the most dominant part of φ < c ( x, t) at a late time.
-18 -Therefore, combining eqs. (3.37), (3.39), (4.7), and (4.8), we obtain a set of effective EoM for IR modes which can describe IR secular growth up to NLO:
Since the time derivative of ξ v cannot contribute to NLO, we can further simplify the above stochastic EoM by redefining the v < c , up to NLO, aṡ
Here, ξ φ is related to ξ φ and ξ v as
Let us compare this result with LO stochastic EoM described by eq. (2.5). LO stochastic dynamics is just a Brownian motion under an external force with field-independent Gaussian white random noise. On the other hand, NLO stochastic dynamics is a Brownian motion under the same external force as in the LO case with field-dependent Gaussian white random noise. Another difference between LO stochastic EoM and NLO stochastic EoM is that second order time derivative term of φ < c appears in eq. (4.10), although this difference hardly changes the dynamics qualitatively. The properties of time and spatial correlations are unchanged, and the system has no hysteresis.
In order to clarify whether or not IR secular growth can be interpreted as an increase of the statistical ensemble average of the variance at least up to NLO, it is needed to show the positivity of the corresponding weight function of the noise. We will show this positivity in the next sec. 4.3.
It should be noted that the discussion parallel to the above applies to the theory with a general power-law potential V(φ) = gφ n . NLO stochastic EoM for this theory is obtained by simply replacing λφ < c 3 /6 and λφ < c 2 by V (φ < c ) and 2V (φ < c ) in eq. (4.9), respectively. NLO correction to LO stochastic EoM is simply caused by UV modes acquiring effective mass.
Positivity of the weight function
In this section, we discuss the positivity of the weight function P[ξ φ , ξ v , φ < c ] which is defined in eq. (3.32), especially the positivity of the weight function of the noise which contributes to NLO IR secular growth at least. Since NLO stochastic dynamics is described by the Gaussian noise ξ φ , the corresponding weight function is positive unless the amplitude of the noise becomes negative. As you can see from the expression eqs. (4.10), correction terms to the noise amplitude relative to leading order terms depend on λ and φ < c /H. In a region where a potential V(φ) is sufficiently flat and the -19 -absolute value of λ(φ < c /H) n for n = 1, 2, 3 is small, sub-leading terms for each noise correlation are small. 8 Outside this region this condition does not hold, and UV modes and IR modes are strongly interacting with each other, which implies that we cannot handle this theory perturbatively. Thus, as far as UV modes and IR modes are weakly interacting with each other, the positivity of the weight function is ensured at least up to NLO. Furthermore, NLO stochastic dynamics is Markovian, and the initial time t 0 can be smoothly sent to the past infinity. Therefore, NLO stochastic dynamics can be seen as a classical stochastic process. Note that it is straightforward to extend the discussion here to the theory with a power-law potential V(φ) = gφ n .
However, it seems difficult to show the positivity of P[ξ φ , ξ v , φ < c ] beyond NLO, because P is obtained by Fourier transforming a non-Gaussian functional. Further investigation is needed. We will study this aspect further in our future work.
Operator ordering
In sec. 4.2, we derived the effective EoM of φ < c and v < c fields. However, the operator orderings of correlation functions which can be calculated by using our extended stochastic formalism are uniquely fixed: we can calculate only correlation functions consisting of φ < c and v < c fields in our formalism, as we mentioned in sec. 3.5. In order to obtain correlation functions with arbitrary operator orderings, we also need to know correlation functions which include ∆-fields. However, such correlation functions are O( ) suppressed compared to that consisting only of c-fields, owing to the squeezing. This can be seen explicitly asG
Therefore, our formalism can evaluate IR secular growth which appears in all correlation functions in a good approximation even though the operator orderings of calculable correlation functions are uniquely fixed.
Conclusion and discussions
In this study, we have investigated the dynamics which can describe all IR secular growth in the theory of a minimally coupled massless scalar field on de Sitter background. We formulated a systematic way of deriving an effective EoM for IR modes of a massless scalar field with a general potential V(φ) on de Sitter background. We applied our formalism to λφ 4 theory and explicitly derived an effective EoM for IR modes which can describe IR secular growth up to NLO, and showed that NLO IR secular growth could be interpreted as an increase of the statistical variance in a region where UV modes and IR modes are weakly interacting with each other. However, it is yet to be studied how to justify to treat the noise as a classical stochastic noise beyond NLO. We will study this aspect further in our future work. In order to apply our formalism to more realistic inflationary models, we need to take into account the backreaction onto the background geometry, which has been neglected in this study. We will also study this aspect in our future work.
B Derivation of LO stochastic dynamics
In this appendix, by using eq. (4.5), we derive LO stochastic EoM described by eq. 
Then, the expression (4.3) is the formal solution of the following equation:
One may notice that the approximation (B.1) corresponds to neglecting the second order time derivative term of φ < c from the effective EoM of φ < c . Furthermore, up to LO,ξ reduces toξ
because there is no oscillatory function in the integrand on the right-hand side of eq. (4.3) up to LO, and as a resultξ φ term inξ cannot contribute to LO IR secular growth. 9 Combining eq. (B.2) and (B.3), eq. (4.2) reduces tȯ
Let us consider λφ 4 theory for example. As we discussed in sec. fig. 6 without φ < ∆ fields generates the noise correlation ξ φ ξ φ which is described by eq. (2.5).
C Consistency check
As a necessary consistency check, we calculate 0| φ < 2 (x) |0 perturbatively with respect to λ up to NLO in two ways: firstly in perturbative QFT technique and secondly in our NLO stochastic EoM. Then, we compare these two results with each other. We need to calculate the coefficient of λ(ln a/a 0 ) 2 because we want to calculate first order terms of 0| φ < 2 (x) |0 with respect to λ up to NLO.
C.1 QFT calculation
First, we perform an usual perturbative QFT calculation up to NLO. The first order corrections to 0| φ < 2 (x) |0 with respect to λ are shown in fig. 11 when the renormalization scheme is chosen so that the contribution from δm 2 term and that from UV loop integral are canceled out. Then, 0| φ < 2 (x) |0 is evaluated up to first order with respect to λ as Figure 11 . These diagrams are first order corrections with respect to λ to 0| φ <2 (x) |0 . An effective EoM for IR modes in our formalism can recover IR correlation functions.
where we neglect O( ) terms. Next, by using the following equations
and neglecting higher order terms with respect to (k/aH), the first order terms of 0| φ < 2 (x) |0 with respect to λ are given by
Here, we define new dimensionless variable K by K k/a(t )H and function F by
From the definition of K, K ≥ 1 corresponds to UV modes at time t , and K ≤ 1 corresponds to IR modes at time t . Let us calculate the first term in eq. (C.3). F( a/a(t )) decays with oscillating for t 0 + ln(1/ )/H t ≤ t, which is the dominant part of the time integral region, and hence does not contribute to λ(ln a/a 0 ) 2 terms in 0| φ < 2 (x) |0 . On the other hand, F( a 0 /a(t )) can contribute to λ(ln a/a 0 ) 2 terms in 0| φ < 2 (x) |0 . F( a 0 /a(t )) can be expanded analytically as
O ( a 0 /a(t )) terms can be neglected because an inequality a 0 a(t ) < 1 is always satisfied in the integral region t 0 ≤ t ≤ t. Here, γ is an Euler's constant. Therefore,
Next, let us calculate the second term in eq. (C.3). This term is calculated as
Here, Ci(x) is defined by
Because the powers of a(t ) in the first factor of the integrand in eq. (C.7) are positive, (ln a/a 0 ) 2 terms appear from this integral only when this positive powers of a(t ) are canceled or the powers of ln(a/a 0 ) in the integrand becomes equal to or more than two. For this reason, the terms in the bracket {· · · } in eq. (C.7) which contribute to (ln a/a 0 ) 2 terms are ln(a/a 0 ) term and Ci( 2 a 0 a(t ) ) term. Indeed, Ci(x) can be expanded for small argument x as
which shows logarithmic divergence for small x and this divergence becomes the origin of (ln a/a 0 ) 2 terms in eq. (C.7). 10 Using this equation, eq. (C.7) is calculated as
Therefore, by substituting eqs.(C.6) and (C.8) into eq. (C.3), and using eq. (C.1), one obtains
(C.9)
C.2 Stochastic calculation
Next, we calculate 0| φ < 2 (x) |0 perturbatively with respect to λ up to NLO, by using our NLO stochastic eq. (4.10). It is convenient to rewrite eq. (4.10) in the form of Fokker-Planck equation 10 Although Ci(x) is logarithmically divergent as ln x, it decays rapidly for x ≥ 1. This is why Ci( 2 a a(t )
) does't contribute to (ln a/a 0 ) 2 terms in eq. (C.7).
-24 -in evaluating correlation functions. When we derive the corresponding Fokker-Planck equation, we need to define the integral of the stochastic noise because the amplitude of the stochastic noise depends on field φ < c . Since the physical origin of this field dependence of the stochastic noise is that UV modes feel the background value of IR modes φ < c , we should adopt the Itô integral from causality. Therefore, we treat eq. fig. 9 . In order to show approximate locality of diagrams shown in fig. 9 , we need to prove the approximate locality of this diagram for example.
valid regarding the most dominant part of φ < c at a late time. Then, iΓ Note that y ≥ 1 is equivalent to t m − t ≥ ln(1/ )/H. Because the time dependence of φ < c ( x 1 , t) is typically the powers of ln a, eq. (D.4) converges for y ≥ 1 unless the arguments of cosine function are zero, that is, b 1 ± b 2 ± b 3 = 0. 12 These conditions can be satisfied only when k 1 // k 2 // k 3 is satisfied, 12 One can see this fact more explicitly by performing partial integral.
-27 -and hence correspond to collinear singularities. Intuitively it is obvious that these singularities do not contribute to the integral in eq. (D.4) because as the magnitude of y gets larger and larger, the region of the phase space of momenta gets narrower and narrower in which the integrand does not oscillate. In order to see this behavior more precisely, let us consider the case t 1 ≥ t 2 ≥ t 3 = t m and derive the condition for almost no oscillation of cos (b 1 − b 2 − b 3 )y . Note that one can assume t 1 ≥ t 2 ≥ t 3 = t m without loss of generality because iΓ (3)−(a) is completely symmetric with respect to x 1 , x 2 , and x 3 . By using the angle θ between k 2 and k 3 , b 1 − b 2 − b 3 is expanded with respect to θ as For (t 1 − t 3 ) ∼ (t 2 − t 3 ) 1/H, the coefficient of the integral decays while the integrand oscillates rapidly. Therefore, N (3)−(a) exponentially decays for t i − t m 1/H, i = 1, 2, 3. Spatial approximate locality is also ensured because of the factors j 0 ( a(t i )H| x i − x|) for i = 1, 2, 3 in the integrand, which lead to exponential decay for | x i − x| 1/( aH) for i = 1, 2, 3 after time coarse-graining.
From the above discussions, we can conclude that iΓ (3)−(a) are approximately local. By similar discussions, we can also show that other diagrams shown in fig. 9 are also approximately local.
